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Perhaps it’s serendipity or perhaps it’s the times we live in, but this April 2007 issue of
the DHA Newsletter contains an unusual convergence around the theme of veterans.
With the recent revelations of the deplorable conditions at the Walter Reed Army Medical Hospital, a spotlight has been shown on the important overlaps between veterans
and disability. For the first time in many years, the American news media from the lofty
to the low has “discovered” the general neglect that greets persons with disabilities in
many institutions, be they military or civilian. To its surprise and consternation, mainstream America
is learning about
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and what histories will best help us understand this relationship in its broadest possible
context? David Gerber’s thought-provoking feature article about the fraught relationship between disability history and the history of veterans provides real food for
thought. Coincidentally, one of our new Board Members studies veterans in World War
II Japan, while this month’s “Dispatch from Abroad” comes to us from a graduate student at the University of Helsinki writing his dissertation on veterans in the Colonial-era
United States.

This issue of the DHA Newsletter also provides some backstory on the referendum
needed before we file as a nonprofit incorporation, discussions of the AHA meeting in
Atlanta that includes reflections on ASL and professional meetings, a dispatch on the
status of disability history in Europe, some resources for disability history in New Zealand, and much more. Keep the suggestions for articles and information coming!
Cathy Kudlick
Professor of History, University of California, Davis
DHA President
cjkudlick@ucdavis.edu
FROM THE PRESIDENT-PROVOCATEUR: THE REFERENDUM….DHA &
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION….LATEST TALES OF THE
DISABILITY HISTORY CHAIR
1. The Referendum
As you will soon learn, if you don’t know already, the DHA is in the process of filing for
nonprofit status in the state of California. Many will wonder why this is necessary, especially since at present the comely DHA must surely fly under the IRS radar with our
modest budget of less than the cost of one power chair or several hundred white canes
or one hundred copies of my second book (hardcover). Once we have 501c3 nonprofit
status, we will be able to launch a modest fundraising campaign that will allow us to offer article and book prizes, start a scholarly journal specifically devoted to disability history, and eventually provide support for fellowships and archival preservation. All of
these things will bring greater visibility to the field and the DHA members currently
working in it.
Thanks to the help of a class on nonprofit corporations at the UC Davis Law School and
careful study of NOLO Press’s The California Nonprofit Incorporation Kit, the Board of
Directors has determined that before we can file for nonprofit status, it makes the most
sense for us to change to a “nonstatutory member” organization. Currently we operate
as a “statutory” one which is the default. Under this structure members participate
much more than they do in a nonstatutory one, voting not just for directors but also for
a host of other financial, organizational, and logistical issues large and small. When our
legal advisors (who aren't official advisors) first suggested this, I was of course scandalized, believing it a crime against democratic principles to in effect be asking our members to vote to abolish their membership. But when they explained it and I read through
the NOLO Press book and dissected the recent move by our local public radio station to
do this very thing, the reasons made sense. Under the nonstatutory structure members
join for reasons other than making decisions about budget, bylaws, officers, etc but
rather to support what the organization does on behalf of – in this case – our scholarly
and professional interests. As will hopefully become clear from reading this newsletter,
the DHA is making inroads in a number of areas. And of course anyone wishing to get
more involved may do so by serving on committees, contributing to the newsletter, or by
helping publicize our organization at the various conferences we attend both nationally
and internationally.
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Please, even if you never vote out of principle or spite or a diagnosable inclination to
procrastinate, VOTE THIS ONCE! If we don’t get a quorum by the deadline, all our efforts of the past year will have been for nothing.
2. DHA & the American Historical Association
In the November 2006 DHA Newsletter I reported on working with President Linda
Kerber (University of Iowa) to make people with disabilities and disability issues more
prominent for the American Historical Association. Our first piece of good news was
adding “disability” to the list of scholarly interests one can check when joining. Three
months later, DHA members Doug Baynton (University of Iowa), Paul Longmore (San
Francisco State University), and yours truly (University of California, Davis) had articles
in the November 2006 Perspectives in a forum on disability and the AHA introduced by
Kerber. If you missed it or forgot, here’s the link:
http://www.historians.org/perspectives/issues/2006/0611/
We followed up these efforts at the annual convention in Atlanta. Thanks to the DHA,
the changes could already be seen in the Conference Program and other mailings. Gone
was the awkward, patronizing, euphemistic language of “persons requiring special
needs.”
Most significantly for the future, we met in a 90-minute session with the Professional
Division, whose duty is – according to the AHA website – “to collect and disseminate
information about employment opportunities and to help ensure equal opportunities for
all historians, regardless of individual membership in the Association.” Put another
way, this is a major AHA committee that has the power to present disability as a form of
diversity in hiring, retention, and promotion to universities and colleges across the
United States. It can establish a climate where history departments would be more welcoming of colleagues with disabilities and can create a set of guidelines similar to those
currently applied to other underrepresented groups. Moreover, it can help departments
see the important links between disability history as a field and historians with disabilities as contributors to a wide range of scholarly interests.
The Professional Division officers and AHA staff scribbled furiously as DHA members
Paul Longmore (San Francisco State University), Rosemarie Garland-Thomson (Emory
University) and your devoted president (University of California, Davis) covered a wide
range of issues, from access to scholarship. Since the meeting, I have been following up
with members of the Professional Division and members of the AHA staff, who have
been working to incorporate a number of our earlier recommendations. On behalf of
the DHA, I will soon be writing to the new president, Barbara Weinstein (University of
Maryland), who I’m told is also receptive to making the profession and the discipline
more welcoming to disability history and historians with disabilities. Stay tuned.
Elsewhere at the conference, the numerous panels and papers devoted to disabilityrelated topics and our well-attended party proved that disability history has come a long
way. (For a list of these panels see the DHA Newsletter for November.) Some will recall
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a time when the first-ever panel devoted to disability history was rejected as “too narrow” - the theme that year was Human Rights.
[Elsewhere in this issue of the Newsletter see the article by Brian Greenwald and Joseph
Murray about ideal interpreting based on their unusual circumstances at the 2007 meeting.]
But we have much work to do. Our fellow historians continue to resist for many complex reasons, from a sense that they’re keeping the barbarians of trendiness at the gates
to discomfort with the material and the people associated with it. Probably a far greater
number are just plain oblivious, vaguely aware that disability is out there but this isn’t
about me and there’s so much to think about first. I urge DHA members to keep submitting panels devoted exclusively to disability, at the same time that I’m a firm believer
in “the Trojan Horse approach.” Join with panels where disability isn’t the central focus, where your work will bring that unexpected value-added to the vast number of historians who haven’t yet had the chance to think about what we do and its far-reaching
implications for what they do. Every little bit helps, and little successes make for
smoother rolling in the future.
3. The Latest Tales of the Disability History Chair

As devoted readers of the November DHA Newsletter will recall, I bought my own chair
in disability history at a nearby thrift store for $65. The 100 year-old high-backed
wooden wheelchair now sits in my office adorned by two stylish pillows from Target.
During our department’s recent job searches, I discovered the chair had unintended
benefits and powers. Not surprisingly, perhaps, there seemed to be a correlation between the kinds of questions candidates asked about the chair and qualities of curiosity
and adventurousness I’d previously found in reading their scholarship, to the point
where I could almost predict their reactions based on that je-ne-sais-quoi of their publications. On one extreme was the candidate who wanted to know about every little detail: where I’d found it, what I knew about it, whether the store where I’d bought it had
had this particular chair for a long time, how the employees reacted, etc.; the book was
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full of great quotes and rich historical detail. On the other was the candidate with the
concise cold book who bumped into the chair and apologized. I can’t wait to read the
book by the candidate who insists on taking it out for a ride.
MEET THE NEW BOARD MEMBERS
In January two new people joined the DHA Board of Directors. Below they introduce
themselves.
Lee Pennington, (Treasurer and Membership Coordinator)
Brandeis University, and soon US Naval Academy, Annapolis
It is a great pleasure to serve as DHA Treasurer and to work with the DHA Board to increase awareness about disability in history not only among DHA members but also
within the wider scholarly community. My academic specialization is modern Japanese
history and my interest in disability history grew out of my dissertation, "Wartorn Japan:
Disabled Veterans and Society, 1931-1952," which I completed at Columbia University in
October 2005. Prior to Columbia, I took a BA in Political Science from Davidson College and an MA in East Asian Studies at George Washington University. I spent two
years in Japan as an English teacher before enrolling in the MA program at George
Washington; since then, I lived in Yokohama for a year for language study and spent
two years at Waseda University in Tokyo as a visiting Fulbright scholar. I am currently
the Florence Levy Kay Fellow in Japanese and Korean History at Brandeis University,
and this fall will begin a tenure-track appointment in East Asian history at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD. While at Brandeis I have taught courses on "Nation and
Empire in Modern East Asia," "East Asia at War, 1931-1945," and "The Samurai," as well
as a general survey course on Chinese, Japanese, and Korean history.
My dissertation and book manuscript, "Casualties of History: Japanese Disabled Veterans of the Second World War," constitute the first study of Japanese disabled veterans
to appear in English-language scholarship. Spanning from the Second World War to
the postwar American occupation of Japan and afterwards, my research explores the
pivotal roles played by Japan's war-wounded men when it came to rallying national
support for, first, Japan's war in the Asia- Pacific, and second, occupation-era reforms
aimed at the democratization of postwar state and society. My research also examines
how wartime programs for disabled veterans weathered the suddenly demilitarized social space of occupied Japan to influence the development of a postwar social welfare
system. My work uses the neglected histories of disabled veterans—as well as those of
the doctors, nurses, and families who cared for them—to analyze the workings of the
modern state in times of crisis, arguing that the story of Japan’s war wounded has much
to tell us about the conflicted origins of postwar societies no matter the national context.
Again, it is a pleasure to serve as DHA Treasurer. Please do not hesitate to contact me at
lpenning@brandeis.edu at any time should you have questions regarding DHA membership or activities!
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Phil Ferguson

E. Desmond Lee Endowed Professor for the Education of Children with Disabilities at
the University of Missouri St. Louis and soon Chapman University
For almost three decades I have pursued an array of interests in the general field of disability studies with a special focus on the history of people with intellectual disabilities
and their families. I cut my academic teeth at Syracuse University, working on some of
the deinstitutionalization battles in the early 80s with folks at the Center on Human Policy. While doing some of that work, I discovered a largely forgotten archive of case files,
photos, newsletters and other material stored in a basement of a now closed institution
in Rome, New York. That discovery and the dissertation that came out of it were the beginning of my interest in disability history. I found an early organizational home in the
Society for Disability Studies and have continued to find both sustenance and challenge
among the various tribes of scholars and advocates in that wonderfully messy field of
study.
I am currently based in the College of Education at the University of Missouri St. Louis.
However, next fall I will move to Chapman University in beautiful Orange County, California. They are starting a new doctoral program in disability studies there that is very
exciting. I realize that my move may lead to a call for a quota on California-based Board
members, but I promise to maintain my friendly, meat-and-potatoes, Midwest perspective at least through the end of the year.
In addition to various articles and chapters (mainly in special education journals and
books), I have a book (long out of print) and an accompanying video on the history of
both policy and practice for people with intellectual disabilities (Abandoned to Their
Fate: Social Policy and Practice toward Severely Disabled Persons, 1820 – 1920). My
current project is looking at the consolidation of specialized placements and supports
for children and adults with intellectual disabilities in the early decades of the 20th century (what might be called a geography of clinical practice).
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THE DREAMS OF INTERPRETATION: REFLECTIONS ON ASL AT THE
AHA-ATLANTA 2007
Brian H. Greenwald and Joseph J. Murray
In response to my query, DHA and AHA members Brian Greenwald (Assistant Professor
of History, Gallaudet University) and Joseph Murray (Director of the Projects Division
at the Ål folkehøyskole and kurssenter for dove in Ål, Norway) discuss the ideal interpreting scenario for professional conferences. This was the first AHA meeting for
Murray, while Greenwald has attended previous AHA conferences, making use of institutional funding to supplement AHA’s interpreting resources. Thanks to an allotment
of funds from Murray’s employer, the Norwegian government, both enjoyed an unusually high quantity and quality of service at the recent AHA meeting.
Currently, a small number of Deaf scholars are members of the American Historical Association. For these Deaf colleagues, participating in professional organizations such as the AHA, requires the use of ASL interpreters. For the annual meeting, the
AHA provides $400 per member for ASL interpreters. Since interpreters work in approximately 20 to 25 minute increments before switching, $400 allows for approximately nine hours of total interpreting time (or 4.5 hours for each interpreter). (See
http://www.historians.org/annual/2007/program/services.cfm#sign).
Given that there are a variety of panels and presentations of particular interest, as
well as networking opportunities in informal settings between panels, interpreting
needs go beyond the AHA’s appropriations. At the Atlanta meeting, we spent more than
47 hours apiece participating in various events. These included formal panel presentations, the Presidential Address, dinner with colleagues, receptions and other networking
opportunities, conversing with publishers, and so forth. All of this required the use of
ASL interpreters. AHA provided what it could, but in order to be participants, and not
spectators, at the meeting, we needed much more interpreting access. Joseph is a resident of Norway and was able to secure funding from the Norwegian government for full
ASL interpreting at the Atlanta meeting. Three interpreters were secured who had previously interpreted History at a graduate or professional level— none of whom lived in
Atlanta. Each interpreted 47 hours apiece (including 3 hours preparation time) during
the conference for a total of slightly more than 140 hours of interpreting.
Access—for Deaf academics— means confronting the matter of cost. Requests for
institutional funding for interpreters can be passed on to various administrators and it
requires more time, effort, and a certain degree of political savvy to procure funds to pay
for qualified interpreters. We also use up political capital with university administrators
that we would rather have used for our research or teaching activities. But interpreting
expense is only one of the issues we face as Deaf conference participants. Others are:
Definition of access. As noted above, access is not simply attending panel
presentations but having the opportunity to interact with colleagues in a number of
ways. Securing full access at this AHA vastly expanded the number of opportunities
open to us.
Quality. Local interpreters secured by an interpreting agency contracted by the
AHA may not be qualified to interpret academic discourse. Local agencies get paid re-
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gardless of the quality of their interpreters. In Atlanta, neither of the two interpreters
secured by a local agency had interpreted at the graduate level in a university setting.
Interpreting is a demanding task and most interpreting which lasts longer than 40 minutes requires two interpreters. The local agency contracted only one for the AHA Presidential Address. To get a sense of how important quality is in interpreting, read Dr.
Linda Kerber’s Presidential Address in the February 2007 issue of the American Historical Review, and imagine listening to it for an hour in a simultaneous French translation done by a single recent college graduate who had minored in French. This was
roughly equivalent to what we would have faced if we did not have our Norwegianfunded interpreters standing by.
Time. The AHA contracted with a local agency to fulfill the interpreting commitment made under their policy. But as noted above, these interpreters were not
wholly qualified for an academic setting. Securing qualified interpreting means taking
time out of our schedules to look for funding, to find qualified interpreters, to coordinate their schedules, to educate conference organizers on interpreting and secure their
access to the meeting, and to follow up after the conference on payment and funding reports. Joseph spent several workdays just arranging interpreting for a single four-day
conference. Other Deaf academics have had to weigh whether the time invested in securing interpreting for conferences would be better spent on writing and research.
Preparation. Interpreters work best when they have advance material for
preparation, something extra important when interpreting complex historical discourse.
At some panels, local interpreters did not always have a contextual awareness and understanding of the material. What we discovered from the more qualified interpreters
that the non-academic trained interpreters omitted parts of the material and rendered
an incomplete conveyance of information. While qualifications no doubt played a role
in this, even qualified interpreters would benefit from getting advance copies of papers
and the opportunity to talk with conference organizers. Having papers posted online, as
was done at the Atlanta Meeting, is a significant step in the right direction.
We recognize the efforts of AHA’s part to provide access for its members and the
budgetary limits facing a member-based scholarly society. At the Atlanta conference,
the AHA expressed an interest in supporting diversity initiatives. People with disabilities
and Deaf people can also be a part of this dialogue to ensure the AHA and its meetings
are accessible to all its members. Engaging in dialogue with our professional organizations is the first step towards achieving access and equality with our hearing, nonsigning colleagues. Our initial interactions with the AHA to date have been positive. We
believe the most significant barrier to access—attitudinal—is nonexistent in this case.
From our interaction with the AHA’s officers, we believe the AHA understands the interpreting needs of Deaf historians and wishes to work on finding an ongoing solution to
the problem of funding qualified interpreters at its Annual Meetings.
As an increasing number of Deaf people earn PhDs and join professional organizations, it will become necessary to develop models of cooperation which can ensure full
access for all members of a scholarly organization. A successful partnership will hopefully create alliances, institutional linkages, and more awareness of both Deaf people
and people with disabilities.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN DISABILITY HISTORY SEEKS
CONTRIBUTORS
Facts On File and the advisors for the Encyclopedia of American Disability History are
looking for contributors.
This three-volume reference work will cover basic information on important events, issues, developments, laws, biographies, and related topics in American Disability History. Entries on significant historical themes and concepts—including civil rights, war,
public policy, citizenship, media, institutions, education, and technology—will examine
both practical and theoretical factors, as well as demonstrate the deeper meaning of the
lived experience of disability. Each entry will illustrate the subject within an historical
context, and show that while disability has existed throughout American History, disability is neither a fixed nor static concept but one whose definition and understanding
have changed markedly from era to era.
Because accessibility is a major issue in Disability History, the entries in this reference
will accommodate a broad, diverse audience, from high school students to general readers, to individuals who assist people with disabilities. Clear language, accessible prose,
and coherent, balanced, jargon-free interpretations are essential for every article.
The editors of this encyclopedia are currently seeking contributors for a wide range of
entries.
The following is a sample list of available entries:
Access Board
Aesthetic surgery
Anti-depressants
Bishop, Elizabeth
Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (legislation)
Class
Curb cuts
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
Faculty psychology (19c)
Fox, Michael J.
Hysteria
Insanity
Japanese American Internment
Madness Network News
Mr. Magoo
Morquio Syndrome
National Paraplegia Foundation
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
Occupational therapy
PGA Tour, Inc. v. Martin
Radiation
Rusk, Howard
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Schizophrenia
“special”
Therapeutic interventions
Twitch & Shout
Voice Recognition Software
White, Ryan
Authors interested in contributing to this important project should contact Dr. Susan
Burch for further information and details regarding the full list of entries:
s.burch@abdn.ac.uk
Susan Burch, Ph.D., editor-in-chief and DHA Board Member
Advisors (many of whom are DHA members):
Grace Chang, Ph.D., Kim Nielsen, Ph.D., Katherine Ott, Ph.D., Penny Richards, Ph.D.,
Carrie Sandahl, Ph.D., Richard Scotch, Ph.D., Steve Taylor, Ph.D., Graham Warder,
Ph.D., Dan Wilson, Ph.D.
SOURCES & (RE)SOURCES
Caveat: not all might be accessible via screenreading software.
Penny Richards (UCLA), our indefatigable collector of articles and information, offers
this set of online documents related to disability history in New Zealand:
The Ministry of Social Development's Office of Disability Issues has a webpage summarizing some elements of New Zealand disability history:
http://www.odi.govt.nz/disability_perspective/disability_nz.html
A number of early 20th century criminology, eugenics, public health, and hygiene books
related to New Zealand are online in facsimile and other formats (some linked to Project
Gutenberg) here:
http://www.ibiblio.org/ahkitj/section27/
Titles include _Venereal Diseases in New Zealand_ (1922); _Mental Defectives and
Sexual Offenders_ (1925), Rout, Safe Marriage: A Return to Sanity (1922); Chapple,
The Fertility of the Unfit (1903).
From Europe we have news of a new catalog which, alas, remains available only in print
at a cost of 20 Euros plus shipping, though the compilers assure me that they plan a future online version:
The Koninklijk Medisch-Pedagogisch Instituut Spermalie is one of the oldest institutes
for deaf and blind persons in Belgium. As it was founded in 1836 by the priest CharlesLouis Carton – himself a bibliophile – the institute consists of a very rich and authentic
archive regarding deaf and blind education. Recently the content of this library was
catalogued in order to make the archive accessible for researchers or other interested
people. The books, journals and annual reports (most of them are international publica-
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tions) published before 1955 are presented. The catalogue (± 200 pp./dutch introduction) costs 20 euros (exclusive cost of forwarding) and can be ordered by Zuster Denise
or Bart Demuynck: bart.mieke@skynet.be
Koninklijk Medisch-Pedagogisch Instutuut Spermalie
Snaggaardstraat 9
B-8000 Brugge
Belgium
Tel: 0032(0)50.47.19.60
Fax: 0032(0)50.33.73.06
FANTASY RESEARCH TOPICS
[Note: this feature is the first of what I hope will be regular suggestions for graduate
students and others shopping for new short- or long-term topics. We all come across
that wonderful snippet of something that if we lived to be a thousand and had a 0-0
teaching load, no personal, financial, or contractual obligations, and a sense of limitless
possibilities, we’d write up. Here’s a place you can share those ideas or come to look for
inspiration.]
In preparing for a lecture in early-modern European women’s history, I had occasion to
think more carefully about John Knox’s 1558 rant, “First Blast of the Trumpet Against
the Monstrous Regiment of Women.” Well-known as a text against Mary Tudor and
Mary Queen of Scotts who had wronged the Puritan zealot, Trumpet has more recently
been recovered as a particularly vitriolic work of misogyny: how dare anyone stoop so
low as to associate women with monsters? It seems that similar forces that Doug Baynton found (“Disability and the Justification for Inequality in American History” in
Longmore and Umansky, eds. The New Disability History: American Perspectives
(NYU Press 2001) provided fodder for sixteenth-century Protestants just as they still do
for today’s “politically-progressive” thinkers who decry the actions of the Bush administration as “lame,” “insane,” “retarded,” “blind,” etc.
Disability metaphors, it seems, provide wonderful fodder for everyone, regardless of
their politics or history, at least in the West:
“And first, where I affirm the empire of a woman to be a thing repugnant to nature, I
mean not only that God, by the order of his creation, has spoiled [deprived] woman of
authority and dominion, but also that man has seen, proved, and pronounced just
causes why it should be. Man, I say, in many other cases, does in this behalf see very
clearly. For the causes are so manifest, that they cannot be hid. For who can deny but it
is repugnant to nature, that the blind shall be appointed to lead and conduct such as do
see? That the weak, the sick, and impotent persons shall nourish and keep the whole
and strong? And finally, that the foolish, mad, and frenetic shall govern the discreet, and
give counsel to such as be sober of mind? And such be all women, compared unto man
in bearing of authority. For their sight in civil regiment is but blindness; their strength,
weakness; their counsel, foolishness; and judgment, frenzy, if it be rightly considered.”
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http://www.swrb.com/newslett/actualNLs/firblast.htm (accessed 3/7/2007)
Where is the historian or theorist who will take on the task of exploring the complex role
of disability in early-modern European political rhetoric? Who will do for Knox what
Hannah Pitkin did in Fortune Is a Woman : Gender and Politics in the Thought of
Nicollo Machiavelli (California, 1984; reprint Chicago, 1998)? M. Miles, the avid explorer of disability in other times and climes, offers inspiration in his poorly-titled but
fascinating article: “Martin Luther and Childhood Disability in 16th Century Germany:
What did he write? What did he say?” (2005):
http://www.independentliving.org/docs7/miles2005b.html (accessed 3/7/2007).
Come to think of it, wouldn’t it be great to have a systematic rereading of the canonic
literature of western political thought through the lens of disability studies? Do similar
metaphors appear in nonwestern cultures, and are they used in the same ways?
DISPATCH FROM ABROAD: EUROPE
This issue’s dispatch comes from Daniel Blackie, a doctoral candidate at the University
of Helsinki. He can be contacted at daniel.blackie@helsinki.fi
I'm writing a social history of disabled Revolutionary War veterans living in the early
United States (c. 1776-1840) based largely on an examination of their disability pension
files. In doing so, I'm seeking to add to our, as yet, very limited understanding of the
construction and experience of disability in pre-industrial Western societies. Topics addressed in my thesis include the legal construction of disability in the early American
republic, the economic and family lives of disabled veterans, and the ways in which veterans understood and employed their identities as disabled pensioners.
My work is not entirely representative of what's going on in Europe at the moment. In
some ways, I'm actually a bit of an anomaly, in that my research interests lie in American disability history. Most European disability historians I have come across seem to be
working on non-American topics. I do share with many of my European colleagues an
interest in the history of disabled veterans, though. Indeed, veteran studies seem to be
one of the growth areas in disability history in Europe. First World War veterans are
particularly well studied in this respect. Other topics receiving quite a lot of attention
from European disability historians are the history of special education, disability policy, and the institutionalisation (and de-institutionalisation) of disabled people.
Regardless of the precise focus of research, however, I think it's fair to say that these are
exciting times for disability history in Europe. The field is represented at all levels in the
historical profession from postgraduate students like myself, to post-doc researchers
and lecturers, right up to the professorial level. As far as I'm aware, though, a chair in
disability history has yet to be established. Surveying the recent achievements in the
field, however, I'm confident this situation will change in the future.
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For me, the standout disability history event in Europe of the last couple of years was
the “Enabling the Past” conference held at the University of Manchester in June 2005.
Organised by Julie Anderson and Ana Carden-Coyne this was, at least to my knowledge,
the first ever full conference in English dedicated entirely to disability history - a major
achievement and one that Julie and Ana should be very proud of. The conference comprised three thought provoking and wide ranging plenary sessions featuring talks by
Paul Longmore (San Francisco State University), Jeffrey Reznick (National Museum of
Health and Medicine (NMHM, Washington, DC), and Zina Weygand (Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, Paris) and nineteen paper presentations organised into seven
panels looking at topics ranging from disabled people's dress to the leisure activities of
Deaf people. While understandably dominated by UK based scholars, given the venue
location, the conference had a good international flavour, with participants also coming
from North America, France, Finland, and Belgium. Those of you interested in learning
more about this important conference might want to look at Neil Pemberton's summary
in the History Workshop Journal, Issue 61 (2006), 292-5.
Out of Julie and Ana's conference has grown a genuine feeling of collegiality among
quite a few disability historians in Europe (and North America). This is sure to bring
benefits for the field in the future. As I write this piece, in fact, a Disability History
Group is being formed under the auspices of the Society for the Social History of Medicine. This will hold its inaugural conference in southwest England at the end of
June. Also sponsored by the SSHM is the "Children, Disability, and Community Care
from 1850 to the Present Day" conference, which will be held in October at the University of Swansea.
For information on these and other conferences go to: http://www.sshm.org/confs.html
The biennial meeting of the Nordic Network on Disability Research will take place in
Gothenburg, Sweden (10-12 May). Held in English, this is a good forum for scholars of
disability from outside Scandinavia to learn what their Nordic colleagues are working
on. The meeting usually features a number of papers on disability history, though the
conference programme is not out yet. Further details, when they become available, can
be found at the conference website at: http://www.nndr2007.com/
Recent achievements on the publishing front also bode well for the future of disability
history in Europe. Shortly after the “Enabling the Past” conference, for instance, a special issue of the Scandinavian Journal of Disability Research appeared. (For details, see:
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/15017419.asp
This showcased articles by Scandinavian disability historians, and provided the Anglophone world with a much needed introduction to the types of disability histories currently being produced in the Nordic countries. Eva Simonsen's contribution, entitled
'Disability History in Scandinavia: Part of an International Research Field', is particularly useful in this respect.
Disability historians on both sides of the Atlantic have tended to display a penchant for
the most recent periods of history in their work, though there is growing evidence of
studies covering more distant periods. Two recently published books, Irina Metzler's
Disability in Medieval Europe (Routledge, 2006) and David Turner and Kevin Stagg's
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edited collection, Social Histories of Disability and Deformity: Bodies, Images, and Experiences (also Routledge, 2006) give extensive coverage to periods long before the
twentieth-century. These books suggest that disability history is beginning to mature as
a field. It is, after all, imperative that we extend the scope of disability history beyond
the industrial and post-industrial West if we are to gain a better understanding of the
historically and culturally contingent nature of disability.
FEATURE ARTICLE: DISABLED VETERANS AND DISABILITY HISTORY
As anyone who has submitted an article to the American Historical Review knows, your
work must pass muster with five and sometimes six peer reviewers. Such was the case
with my June 2003 piece, “Disability History: Why We Need Another ‘Other.’” I learned
something important from the seemingly incredulous question of one reviewer who in
effect commented: “The material all seems relevant, except for the two books on veterans, which seem out of place. The review would be stronger and more streamlined if
these were left out.” While this prompted me to address the connections more directly,
DHA member David Gerber argues below that historians of disability and those studying veterans remain too detached from one another, thereby missing important opportunities. Gerber is professor and chair, department of history, SUNY Buffalo and author
of Disabled Veterans in History (Michigan, 2000).
Disabled Veterans: Why Are They Different? What Difference Does It
Make?
David A. Gerber
University at Buffalo (SUNY)
The war disabled are once again in the news, and once again we are called
upon to understand the meaning of disability in the context of sacrifice on behalf
of the state. This should not be a surprise, for as long as war continues to exist, it
will produce, as it has always produced, people with disabilities, whether military
or civilian. Throughout time, war has probably been the single most constant and
efficient, socially created mechanism for producing injured and ill bodies and
minds. The difference today lies in the fact that wounds and illnesses incurred
during military service are no longer as likely to result in death as they have been
in the past, because military medical care and its delivery and battlefield equipment have combined to save more lives among the combat injured than ever before. Ironically, therefore, war has become an even more effective creator of disability than in the past.
Yet in spite of war’s prominence in creating disability, the war injured are
marginal to the history of disability, as it has been recently conceived and written
by the founders of the field. I speak especially of disabled veterans of the military,
who have been such a potent symbol for the state and for society throughout time
that one might think they would logically be seen as an important project for dis-
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ability scholars. Though certainly the historical literature on disabled veterans is
slowly increasing, it is largely concentrated in work on the twentieth century and
on Western nations, and the vast subject of civilians disabled in war has barely
been touched, though war has been especially cruel to civilians since the introduction of strategic air bombing and missile technology. But more significant for
the point I wish to make is that literature is not necessarily being produced by
people who consider themselves historians of disability. They are instead historians of war and society, or the welfare state and state formation, or military medicine, and the discourses remain mostly separate and only occasionally acknowledging one another.
This is revealed in some of the excellent works that constitute foundational
monuments in the rise of disability scholarship in recent decades. Look at such
edited collections as: Benedicte Ingstad and Susan Reynolds Whyte, Disability
and Culture (1995); Rosemarie Garland Thomson, Freakery: Cultural Spectacles
of the Extraordinary Body (1996); Kenny Fries, Staring Back: The Disability
Experience from the Inside Out (1997); David T. Mitchell and Sharon Snyder,
The Body and Physical Difference: Discourses of Disability (1997); and Paul
Langmore and Lauri Umansky, The New Disability History: American Perspectives (2001); or such authored texts as Richard K. Scotch, From Good Will to
Civil Rights: Transforming Federal Disability Policy (1984); Simi Linton, Claiming Disability: Knowledge and Identity (1998) Henri-Jacques Stiker, A History
of Disability (English-language edition, 1999). While the war victims’ story is occasionally absent completely, this is less the case than that it appears simply as
fragmentary tracings detached or barely integrated into central arguments, and
largely decontextualized from its own larger historical sources in war. The reader
may discover an essay here and there in a collection, but find that the other essays, the large majority of the volume, make no reference at all to the history of
war and war victims, even when it may well be connected at one level or another
to a collection’s larger purposes. Representation of disability has been evoked in
some of these collections, for example, but the rich iconography of the traumas
and injuries caused by war is not present, or it is isolated in separate compartments. In interpretive works, on the other hand, the disabled veterans’ history
might make a brief appearance as a fact here and there to substantiate a point,
but it, too, is isolated and compartmentalized, and it is decontextualized from its
larger historical sources in war. The direction is lent by the need to make points
derived from another developing narrative.
I do not mean to suggest that these works are “defective” by any means,
for they are uniformly excellent, and indeed, as I have said, foundational. I must
acknowledge that I, too, have been published in some of them, for which I remain
indeed grateful. I say only that we might have a wider plane of conceptualization
for disability history and deeper understandings of what knowledge we wish to
create, if war and the war victim were to be better integrated into works in the
study of disability such as these.
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In this essay, I would like to explore the marginality of the disabled veteran’s history to the emerging field of the history of disability, and, though I do
not believe that this gulf can ever completely be eliminated, I will offer some suggestions for bridging the gap between the two fields of inquiry. Beyond conceptual and thematic marginality, moreover, there has been an element of political
and ideological resistance of many disability scholars and activists to the integration of disabled veterans as subjects of study, and I also seek to explore that divide.
ii.
I have experienced the marginality of disabled veterans within disability
history both as scholar in search of a discourse and as an observer of the evolution of the literature on disabled veterans and on disability. I entered into research in this field about seventeen years ago, with a personal agenda that I have
come to see was distinctly different than that widely shared by the founding generation of American historians in the history of disability. It was not only that I
did not have a disability, and lacked the existential and practical politics of disability that has been a powerful, creative inspiration for so much of the excellent
work in the field and in disability studies generally. This source of inspiration
makes the disability studies meetings I attend, the most exciting sites for the discussion of ideas I encounter today. For disability scholars, ideas matter profoundly. They are not simply a way to get ahead in the academic world. This sense
of purpose, I admire greatly, though I am, at best, a fellow traveler in the revolution they are making.
But my own marginality to that politics is only a small part of the story.
Instead, I was motivated by a wholly different political agenda: a concern for the
moral integrity of United States as it reached out to be the world’s policeman in
the post-Cold War world, and a fear that we Americans would never cease to be
the victim of our own propaganda about war. In the 1980s and 1990s, we witnessed a reinterpretation of the Vietnam War that sought to valorize participation
in that conflict after years in which it was rightly understood as a disaster for the
United States and for Southeast Asia. Especially powerful in this remythologizing of the Vietnam conflict, which could be heard, for example, in the
speeches of President Ronald Reagan and President George H.W. Bush, was the
symbol of the disabled veteran of that war. From being seen widely as victims of
the conflict, the war’s veterans were now to be rehabilitated as heroes. In a language that few dared speak in the 1970s, when it was difficult to muster up the
courage to find anything positive to say about the policy that had led us into war,
the military effort that had failed in Asia, and sadly, about the men who had been
conscripted into the armed forces to fight the war, service in Vietnam was being
aggressively valorized.
Hero and heroism applied to most of those who fight modern wars are inappropriate categories. It is not only that many people in the military, including
those disabled while in service, never see battlefield conflict, but instead that
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even those who do are part of a vast bureaucratic machine that hardly gives the
large majority of them the space to emerge, as individuals, in acts of heroism. In
modern armies, people fight for their own survival and those of their comrades
who are battling immediately around them rather than for abstract patriotic
symbols, and they often take little, if any, pleasure in the violence they are forced
by desperate circumstances to play a role in creating. Besides, they are probably
justifiably terrified most of the time they are in danger. No one recognizes the reality of behavior in war more than the typical combat veteran, who is embarrassed by such talk, because it can never come close to recognizing the complexity
of the personal or moral situation of those individuals who fight in wars. Nor, as
one elderly veteran, who had been badly wounded at Guadalcanal, told me in an
interview, can invoking the language of heroism ever help us memorialize the
countless numbers of forgotten young men who die on the battlefield under the
most conventional and unheroic circumstances, and who represent the brutal reality of the ordinary soldier’s experience?
Yet those in active military service and veterans alike accept, mostly passively, the praise of a worshipful public and the honors and benefits that come
with it; and they probably do not wish, under any circumstance, to be impolite to
the well-meaning people who shower veneration on them. They may also lack the
confidence in their own abilities to challenge the official version, because they are
less educated and not especially well-spoken. Whatever the reason, they lapse
into a silence about their experience, reinforced by horrific images that can never
completely disappear from memory, never addressing beyond their own cohort
their true memories and their own moral conclusions. Their silence often comes
to be the way their children and grandchildren describe the way these men related to their experience of war. We need greatly to encourage these men to
speak, while recognizing how painful it is for them to do so, because these manufactured heroic myths that percolate around us so insidiously do not serve us
well. They work only to prepare us to be uncritical and docile in the face of
movement toward the war.
I entered into writing about disabled veterans, therefore, not to understand disability per se, or to take part in creating knowledge on behalf of the liberation of people with disabilities, but to deconstruct these oppressive and destructive myths about war. But to whom was I going to talk about my work?
Whose work would I read to educate myself? Certainly, it appeared to me early in
my research, not the war and society social scientists, or the military historians,
or the social welfare historians. The war and society scholars are for the most part
behaviorists, and their methodologies are of no interest to me to the extent I like
to write narrative, have no interest in collecting quantitative data, and have no
pretensions about being a scientist. All veterans, and especially disabled veterans, are social welfare projects of the state, but social welfare history is the history of state processes, policy and regulation, and fails to touch directly enough, if
at all, on the moral, ideological, and political matters that were part of my attraction to the disabled veteran’s history. Both the war and society scholars and the
military historians want to study war and the military, neither of which directly
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interested me except in so far as I have been eager to subvert the ideological underpinnings of both, or that they form one context for the disabled veterans I
have studied, alongside in the case of my own work the Hollywood motion picture
studio system, the civilian community, and the disabled veterans’ peer organizations.
My logical scholarly allies, and the people from whom I would ultimately
learn the most, have been disability historians. To the extent I wanted to explore
the great and abiding gap between myths of war and war’s real consequences, the
history of disability would teach me how to think about the lives and identities of
those veterans with disabilities, as disability has been lived and represented in a
variety of social and cultural realms controlled by the able-bodied. But this intersection of agendas has never been complete, because the people I have studied do
not comfortably fit into the paradigms created by historians of disability. They
are largely outside the circle of subjects of interest to most disability historians,
and when they are considered, it is in a discourse that has largely become a separate realm of disability history research.
iii.
In seeking to understand why this is the case, we move quickly toward a
deeper investigation of the disabled veterans’ singular relation to the state and its
various consequences for their identity as a group. In modern history the large
majority of disabled veterans have been conscripted civilians, mobilized into
mass armies by governments possessing enormous powers to gather together a
variety of random human beings and material resources in order to defend society and to advance the state’s own interests. Yet governments, whether democracies or tyrannies, have understood that most ordinary folk have an inner resistance to war: they know that it destabilizes life, not to mention frequently destroys it, and that it jeopardizes the security and predictability for which most individuals strive. Especially in modern democracies, such as the United States, in
which the people are supposed to have a say in governing and in creating the
methods and goals of state policy, and in which the state is supposed to be an instrument for their protection, going to war has created a potential legitimacy crisis for the state and certainly for those who at the moment are in control of it.
War has thus created a need for the most elaborate justifications, whether
lies, truths or half-truths, for without them war can easily be construed as a failure of the state to uphold its duties to safeguard its citizens. Under these potentially destabilizing conditions, the disabled veteran as heroic symbol has been a
necessary ideological tool of the modern state in advancing its interests and
goals. The psychological and social pressures on disabled veterans to accept and
to make part of their identity the valorization of their disabilities and illnesses
have been both abiding and powerful, and they have been profoundly reinforced
by the development and expansion of the veterans’ welfare state, which has produced broad ranging and well-financed programs for their assistance. As we have
become aware in the midst of the Iraq War, those programs have often been sub-
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ject to gross bureaucratic mismanagement, and they are during times of fiscal
stringency under-funded. But the sense of moral debt embodied in them has been
a near-irresistible force in the emergence of disabled veterans as a favored class
with special claims on public resources.
At the same time, however, becoming a project of the modern state is at
odds with normalization of their lives and the ordinary social invisibility that disabled veterans also crave. Most of them have not wanted to be poster boys for the
advertisement of the military, but want instead to get on with their lives. Nor
have they wanted to be pampered, for that encourages indolently sitting at home,
jobless and without a social role, while the government provides support. There
has been no civic dignity in that for Americans, most of whom have believed and
continue to believe in the traditional virtues of self-reliance. Early on in my research on disabled veterans I came to understand this tension in the case of individual veterans and of veterans’ organizations, such as the Blinded Veterans Association, which was busy simultaneously seeking state benefits for its members,
while warning its members against the dangers of dependence on those very
same benefits.
The contrast of the public situation of disabled veterans with the much
larger number of the non-military disabled could not be more profound. The civilian disabled have dealt with deeply aversive representations of themselves, suffused with pity and fear, and they have been forced historically to the very margins of society, or, especially in the case of disabled women, they have fallen entirely off the social map to become virtually roleless. They have come increasingly to desire complete normalization - street invisibility, full social inclusion,
civil dignity, and an end to stereotypes that limit social participation -embedded
in legal rights; and they want government assistance only to bring about these
practical goals.
The American Disability Rights and Independent Living Movements of
the 1970s embody these goals, and have generally articulated convincing visions
of the role of the state in bringing them about. The goal of public transportation
that can accommodate people in wheelchairs, for example, is not urged on the
state as just compensation for lives rendered more difficult by disability. Such pathos is so completely antithetical to the ethos of these movements, it is absurd
even to consider that sort of discourse. Instead, the argument is more or less,
“Damn it, I want to have a life, and how in the hell am I going to get one, if I can’t
go to work, or go to the library, or to the dentist?”
In contrast, the same rights and benefits seem to find their way relatively
easily to disabled veterans. A veterans’ welfare state, constructed on legally based
entitlements, has been created over nearly 150 years in America, since the Civil
War. But the same benefits to which disabled veterans are entitled by law have to
be fought for through street protests and lawbreaking demonstrations by disabled civilians. This has been a source of understandable resentment for many
disabled civilians, and not coincidentally to the scholars who identify so closely
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with and participate in the liberation movements that act in their name. One sees
the roots of this division of military and civilian people with disabilities, of
course, in the recent political histories of the two groups. While government
funding for veterans certainly waxes and wanes with the health of the capitalist
economy, the morally plausible political premise is that the veteran, and especially the disabled veteran, must be provided for, and that anything else is simply
shameful. The leaders of veterans’ organizations make it there business to remind Congress and various presidential administrations of this obligation.
Rarely indeed have street mobilizations, let alone civil disobedience, been a factor
in this politics. Not so, the history of the disabled civilians relations to the state,
which has called for more than prodding or even angry words. Inspired by the
civil rights movement, disability rights for civilians have often required a veritable democratic revolution in the streets at every level of the federal system.
There is another way in which the symbolization of the disabled veterans
creates a discourse of disability that has isolated them from other people with
disabilities. That symbolization has for centuries been so suffused with traditional tropes of masculinity that it has offered nothing to women with disabilities,
and has thus deepened the isolation of disabled veterans. Contemporary disability liberation movements arose almost simultaneously in time with Second Wave
Feminism, which was born with a deep consciousness not only of the general social inequities resulting from the patriarchal division of public authority and
power, but also of the subordination of women in the civil rights and antiwar
movements of the 1960s and early 1970s. In both the feminist and disability
movements, as in disability studies within academia, the voices on behalf of
women’s inclusion and leadership have been insistent and pervasive. One cannot
imagine current disability politics or scholarship without a consciousness of gender and a formative place for gender politics within them.
Not so in the world of disabled veterans historically. Of course, the news
from Iraq and Afghanistan suggests that world will have to change. For the first
time in our history, women are present on the battlefield, not in active combat
roles, but in combat support roles (as drivers, technicians, and couriers, etc.) that
nonetheless place them in harm’s way. The result has been that women, who now
account for approximately 15% of battlefield casualties, have joined the ranks of
disabled veterans. It is too soon to know whether the representational world of
disabled veterans will change to accommodate the entrance of women into the
ranks of the war disabled, but minimally we can say that there is a great deal of
history, going back at least to Greek antiquity, to overcome to make that possible.
Practically speaking an aspect of that history, related psychologically to the representational field, has been the long history of the organizations of disabled veterans, like the organizations of veterans generally, to set themselves off from society, celebrating and commemorating the common experience of military service,
commiserating over the lasting effects of their wounds, and enjoying the tipsy
masculine fellowship of the smoke-filled local post or club. Gender integration of
these institutions has been tentative, because today it requires accommodation
for young single mothers among the veterans who have children to care for, and
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object to bringing them to facilities where there is smoking and drinking. Of
course, if the veterans’ organizations wish to survive, they will need to find ways
to accommodate the increasing presence of potentially dues-paying women in the
ranks of veterans. The Blinded Veterans Association, for example, has already integrated its leadership by gender. But accommodations by veterans’ organizations at the local level, amidst ordinary social interactions, may be more difficult
to achieve.
iv.
In sorting out these contrasts and conflicts, we have to acknowledge that
not only manipulations for cynical and opportunistic state purposes are behind
the creation of the world of disabled veterans. Gratitude for sacrifices in causes,
just or widely and plausibly thought at the time to be just, is part of this construction, as is sympathy for those ordinary people removed from their peaceful pursuits, and made to become warriors and too often suffering grievously for that.
We cannot really doubt for a moment that the World War II founders of the
Blinded Veterans Association, whom I interviewed in the early 1990s and who
have sadly now mostly passed from the scene, made a sacrifice in the cause of defeating fascism, Nazism, and militarism that made the world a safer and better
place. These men did not ask to be blinded. Their own testimonies suggested to
me that their passage into the country of the blind, as adults with fully formed
personalities and, in some cases, careers and families with small children, was a
lot more difficult than someone blinded at a much earlier stage of life, and was
necessarily more fraught with emotional conflict and a profound sense of loss.
For me, some of them came as close as anyone I have met in my own life to acting
heroically, not on the battlefield, but in civilian life in making new and fulfilling
lives for themselves. They not only challenged their own tendencies toward despair, but also the social prejudices and discrimination of an ignorant public, and
the often insensitive and inert state agencies that fell short in assisting them in
their efforts at normalization. (Others of them, of course, did not, and ended up
in a variety of predictable situations --- self-pitying alcoholics, projects for their
wife’s constant attention, deniers of their blindness, etc.) Good war or bad one,
inspirational or ordinary individual, if the state is going to take civilians, remove
them from their ordinary lives and make soldiers of them, and ask them to suffer
in its behalf, it can be legitimately argued that it owes them assistance in reestablishing themselves in civilian life.
The larger point with which I began does not change in light of these ethical and political complications: the disabled veterans’ world is at odds with the
world of non-military people with disabilities. Hence, too, it is at odds with the
ideological assumptions mainstream disability scholars in the present have
brought to understanding disability, as they have created the foundational
knowledge for an emerging field of disability studies within the disciplines and
across them. The result is the marginality of the disabled veteran and the study of
disabled veterans within contemporary academic discourses of disability. Yet in
rendering the world of disabled veterans there is no practical way to understand
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it except within the frameworks of the singular history that separates it from what
is now mainstream disability scholarship.
It may legitimately be asked, I suppose, if this separation is necessarily
implausible, to the extent it is based on some objective realities and to the extent
that the paradigms of disability studies are based on the study of the large majority of people with disabilities, who have not incurred these in the military. To this
I respond that the intellectual and ideological coherence of the field depends on
inclusiveness, which, of course, has also been in principle an internal goal of the
disability liberation movements in organizing themselves as well as a broadly
proclaimed value standard held up to society itself by such movements.
Beyond that general principle, there are ways in which deliberate efforts to
include the history of disabled veterans in the history of disability will broaden
and deepen our knowledge of disability in society and culture, even while we acknowledge the singular aspects of the experience of disabled veterans.
I will identify three of these ways for the sake of illustration:
(1) While disabled veterans have often had the state on their side, they
have also often, especially as individuals negotiating the ordinary, daily social
world as disabled people, not had the assistance of the state. At any given time,
they, too, might experience, discrimination, insults, slights, and all manner of
practical difficulties imposed by an unthinking able-bodied majority, just as have
disabled civilians.
A member of the founding generation of the Blinded Veterans Association
whom I interviewed years ago provides an example of this combination of types
of experience of disability. Ed Hoyczyk was blinded in the Battle of Iwo Jima during one of his first experiences of combat. He was denied admission to business
school after the war, because, as he was told, the curriculum and the circumstances of attendance were such that a blind man simply could not keep up. He
was known to be a disabled veteran, but this did not help him at the time in attempting to negotiate his own admission. With the assistance of powerful advocates, of the type that it was easy for a blinded veteran to find in the immediate
postwar world, and through his own insistent determination to find supporters of
his cause, Hoyczyk was eventually admitted. His tuition was, of course, provided
him under the G.I. Bill, but he received no special public assistance with getting
through the program, and depended largely, as many ambitious blind men at the
time might have, on his wife to help him with reading assignments. But he did
graduate, and thereafter got a job at a major Buffalo bank. That he was a disabled
veteran helped him, of course, and it was relevant, too, cynically so, to the work
he was specifically assigned: Hoyczyk and a driver provided to him went out to
individual homeowners to inform them that their mortgages were being foreclosed. After all, his employer must have reasoned, what sort of people, even facing dispossession, were going to allow themselves to get angry enough to assault
a blind man? Hoyczyk understood how he and his disability were being used,
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and many years later still bitterly resented the cynicism of his employer. He
wanted a career in banking, not a job that combined being a poster-boy for
pseudo-inclusion with doing the dirty work for his bank’s small loan committee.
Hoyczyk’s testimony is as filled with such narratives of not unfamiliar poor
treatment of a man with a disability, as it was of people and programs assisting
him, often simply by letting him work up to his potential. That he sometimes had
powerful advocates and the law on his side, long before the Americans with Disabilities Act, did not necessarily always guard him against discrimination and insensitive treatment. Some of the time, in fact, like all disabled veterans, in momentary encounters, the able-bodied people he dealt with probably did not know
he was disabled in combat. At times like those, he was just another blind man, an
individual with a disability, approached with the usual impatience, pity and fear,
and deemed more or less socially in-valid.
To the extent we might be tempted to regard the disabled veteran as living
in a bubble of privilege, and thus outside the realm of the history of disability, it is
well to keep these experiences of ordinary, daily life in mind. In our histories of
employment discrimination, for example, integrating the disabled veteran into
our narratives might deepen our understanding of the pervasiveness of the biases
that have governed the exclusion of people with disabilities from such social
realms as job markets. In histories, singularly germane to disability studies discourses, of token, poster-child inclusion that plays incessantly on pity, it is well to
think of veterans like Hoyczyk, who were simultaneously used and infantilized at
the pleasure of employers wanting credit for the exercise of their own presumed
virtues.
(2) It is true that disabled veterans have set themselves off in their own
peer groups, and tended to isolate themselves from other people with disabilities,
not surprisingly if only because of the intense generational, military, and medical-rehabilitation experience they share. But it is equally important to note that
this has not invariably been the case everywhere throughout time. In some European countries in the twentieth century, massive war victims’ organizations that
functioned as lobbies and protest groups combined the civilian and military victims of conflict. Some disabled veterans’ organizations, such as the World War II
Canadian spinal cord injured veterans’ association, ultimately opened their ranks
to everyone sharing their disability, and evolved into a general service organization. Other organizations remained limited to veterans, but achieved goals that
profited a much larger population. When a blinded veteran with a guide dog was
denied service at a restaurant in New York City following World War II, because
city ordinances barred bringing pets into places that served food, the Blinded
Veterans Association worked successfully to have the municipal ordinance
changed, not only, of course, for blinded veterans, but for all visually impaired
people using a guide dog.
Research is likely to reveal many additional types of exceptions to our expectation that the veterans are out there in their own space, enjoying their privi-
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leges, keeping as far away from the rest of us as they possibly can. If we change
our expectations enough to ask new questions, we may find answers we have not
yet anticipated. Part of our research agenda might well begin with questions such
as one Richard Scotch very tentatively implied over two decades ago in From
Good Will to Civil Rights (p.7), “What is the relationship between the Vietnamera veterans, disabled and able-bodied alike, many of them when they got back to
the state often protest-oriented and angry over the human consequences of the
war, and the development of the disability rights and independent living movements in the 1960s and 1970s?” We all know what we have been told anecdotally:
that the veterans and their organizations kept their distance. But how many encounters with the archives have validated this assumption? Until we look at the
records of the Blinded Veterans Association, the Paralyzed Veterans of America,
and other disabled veterans’ organizations, we ought to withhold judgment. We
should not expect the veterans’ organizations to disband and immerse themselves
in a general disability politics. If we expect that, we are destined to be disillusioned, but if we are willing to open our minds to more subtle forms of mutual
cooperation and inspiration, we may be surprised by what we find.
The same possibility emerges from opening our minds to inquiries from
the opposite direction: the role of general disability organizations, founded to aid
non-military people with disabilities, in the lives of disabled veterans. The American Foundation for the Blind, for example, participated extensively during and
after World War II in the organization of service provision for and practical rehabilitation of blinded veterans, working extensively in cooperation with the military to share its experience and personnel in such efforts. The military, in fact,
learned a great deal about how to organize blind rehabilitation from blindness
workers who had been involved before the war in civilian work. We need to consider this cross-fertilization of efforts and individuals in tracing influences on the
organization of services during wartime and post-war periods. We may find that
it had influences beyond wartime, and has created a number of crossovers and
common understandings uniting, for example, medical care, rehabilitation, and
social service delivery between military veterans and civilians with disabilities.
(3) Therapies, rehabilitation techniques, prosthetics and assistive devices, and
medical knowledge created for application in the treatment and rehabilitation of
those injured in combat and of disabled veterans have without a doubt been employed in providing for the needs of the disabled public-at- large. Pioneering efforts in medicine, rehabilitation, and assistive technology were certainly often an
aspect of the privileging of fighting forces and veterans, but this did not stop
them from working their way outward to the general population, which was
widely seen, in fact, as a very desirable outcome. It is a case of an ill wind that
blows many people some good. As I was told, not completely tongue-in-cheek,
some years ago by a Northern Irish friend, when I went rather apprehensively to
Belfast to do research, the battle-torn city was the best place in the world to be
should I become a casualty either of the fighting or simply get hit by a bus crossing the street, and sustain a serious injury. Between the IRA, the Protestant para-
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militaries, and the British army, he said, Belfast’s doctors and hospitals had a
world of experience in treating physical trauma.
There is a rich history in this process of transmission of knowledge and
technology for anyone who has the patience to do the archival and oral history archeology that will uncover it. Some years ago, the Canadian scholar, Mary
Tremblay, demonstrated how it was that the folding, self-propelled wheelchair
came to Canada after World War II, tracing its progress from the manufacturer in
the United States, to a spinal cord injured veteran in Toronto who was an early
exemplar of independent living and wanted to drive around town and have his
chair with him to assist him in shopping and visiting, to his cohort of spinal cord
injured veterans, and then to the general population of people with spinal cord
injuries. The Canadian veterans, in fact, became advocates for making these
wheelchairs, which replaced the old chairs that had to be pushed from behind
and could not be folded, available to the general population of those which could
profit from them. A similar evolution can be seen in the development of white
cane technique developed in the United States by Dr. Richard Hoover around
1944 for blind rehabilitation among veterans. This liberating aid for independent
orientation and mobility soon became available to non-military people with visual impairments.
Such crossover therapies were by no means limited to physical disability,
as the proliferation of knowledge about post-traumatic stress disorder in the
United States after the Vietnam War. From a syndrome identified as combatrelated and associated with a small cohort of deeply troubled Vietnam veterans,
PTSD has been applied to a variety of segments of the population, from police to
abused wives and children, who have experienced severe neurological stresses.
While not without controversy for a proliferation of applications that some regard
as excessive, the diagnosis of PTSD no doubt leaves us better able to offer more
compassionate understanding and care to individuals who desperately require it.
In these three, admittedly sketchy sets of examples, we see suggestions
that can extend our research agenda, and help us better to integrate the various
formal discourses of disability studies. And, note, we have not even begun to address probably the single most neglected aspect of disability research internationally: the terrible toll that war has increasingly taken on massive numbers of
civilians all over the world in the last century. Under-analyzed from this viewpoint are episodes in the recent history of war from the lethal air attacks on industrial targets and neighborhoods in European and Asian cities in World War II,
to the massive numbers of victims of land mines and cluster bombs and the civilian casualties of urban guerilla fighting in civil wars in Central America in the
1980s and more recently in various Middle East conflicts, to the traumatic amputations employed on a large scale to terrorize noncombatants in West African
civil wars. Below the surface of the most apparent and dramatic differences of experience and identity may well lurk a common, core history of disability that
unites all people with disabilities in unanticipated ways. An understanding of in-
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clusiveness that is true to our ideals places an ethical demand on us to make the
effort to unite these histories of veterans and civilians.
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